2
Current Issues in Prudential Regulation
Overview
2.1

APRA appeared before the committee at a public hearing on 23 October
2015 as part of the review of APRA’s 2014 annual report. Key issues
examined at the hearing included the Government’s response to the
Financial System Inquiry (FSI) report, the residential mortgage lending
practices of Authorised Deposit-Taking Institutions (ADIs); APRA’s
announcement to increase capital adequacy requirements for ADI’s using
the internal ratings-based (IRB) approach; reforms to the prudential and
reporting standards in the superannuation industry and the proposed
changes to governance requirements for the superannuation industry.

2.2

In his opening statement to the committee the Chairman of APRA, Mr
Wayne Byres reported on a number of APRA’s activities since its last
appearance before the committee in March 2015.

2.3

In particular, the Chairman notified the committee of the response APRA
had observed from the ADI sector as a result of the letter the regulator
sent to all ADIs on 9 December 2014:
In many cases, this led to ADIs making changes to their lending
policies and growth aspirations to ensure that sound practices
were being maintained. Many of these changes have only recently
come into effect, so we are watching carefully to see how they play
through the system. Based on the latest available data, the rate of
growth in credit for housing is, in aggregate, still accelerating.
However, within this there is a compositional switch underway, as
a moderation in the growth of lending to investors has been offset
by somewhat stronger growth and more competition in lending to
owner-occupiers. In such an environment, APRA remains very
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alert to any signs of deteriorating credit standards and is
monitoring that those ADIs identified as needing to strengthen
their lending practices do indeed do so. 1

2.4

The letter advised ADIs of APRA’s intent to reinforce prudent residential
mortgage lending practices through a number of measures, in particular
increasing supervision of ADIs with annual investor credit growth
materially above a benchmark of 10 per cent. 2

2.5

The Chairman also commented on the Government’s response to the FSI
report noting that, in relation to the recommendations addressing capital
requirements for ADIs, APRA released a study in July this year on the
relative capital strength of the major Australian banks against their
overseas peers. 3

2.6

He commented that APRA’s study indicated Australia’s major banks’
capital ratios were not in the top quartile globally, as the FSI had
advocated in its recommendation to make ADI capital unquestionably
strong. He added that ‘while this sort of international comparison is a
useful sense check, we should not tie ourselves too tightly to it.’ 4

2.7

The Chairman advised the committee of APRA’s announcement in July
2015 to change the risk weight for residential mortgage exposures for
banks that are accredited to use internal ratings-based models to
determine their capital ratios.5

2.8

The Chairman informed the committee that the change will take effect
from 1 July 2016 and will apply to five lenders, the four major banks and
Macquarie Bank who are, to date, the banks that are accredited to use
internal models. 6 This change reflected the recommendation of the FSI
which advocated that the difference in risk weights between model-using
banks and other ADIs using standard risk weights should be narrowed. 7
The Chairman commented:
As an interim measure, we adjusted the risk weight for modelusing banks to the bottom of the range recommended by the FSI—
that is, to an average of at least 25 per cent. We referred to this as
an interim measure because it may not be the final calibration.
That will ultimately need to wait for more clarity on the full set of

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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reforms to the international framework that are currently being
considered by the Basel committee. But we were comfortable
moving ahead on the mortgage risk weight issue given it was
consistent with the direction the international work is taking. 8

2.9

The Chairman also reported that APRA has been consulting with industry
on potential changes to the prudential framework in accordance with the
government’s introduction of the Superannuation Legislation Amendment
(Trustee Governance) Bill 2015 to Parliament. 9 The proposed legislation
supports revised governance requirements for the superannuation
industry. The Chairman commented:
APRA supports the direction of the proposed changes in the bill,
as they will more closely align board composition requirements
for the superannuation industry with those of other APRAregulated industries. APRA's experience over many years and
across all industries suggests that having at least some
independent directors on boards supports sound governance
outcomes. Superannuation is fundamentally about investing
money on other people's behalf, and, therefore, strong governance
frameworks are critical to protecting the best interests of fund
members. 10

2.10

The Chairman added that while the Stronger Super reforms had largely
contributed to better governance practices within the superannuation
industry, there was still room for improvement. 11

2.11

The Chairman also noted that the transition of responsibilities for the
supervision of private health insurance funds from the Private Health
Insurance Administration Council (PHIAC) to APRA was successfully
achieved. 12 He commented on APRA’s actions to progress the transition:
In the months leading up to the transition, APRA established new
prudential standards for private health insurance that, to the
maximum extent possible, replicated the standards that had been
put in place by PHIAC. Data collections and the administration of
the Risk Equalisation Trust Fund have also been maintained
largely unchanged so that the transition from PHIAC to APRA
was as seamless as possible for the insurers themselves. APRA has
committed not to make any material changes to the prudential

8
9
10
11
12

Mr Wayne Byres, Chairman of APRA, Transcript, 23 October 2015, p. 1.
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regime for private health insurers in the short term, but over time
we will look to align supervisory practices and prudential
standards with those of other APRA-regulated industries, where it
makes sense to do so. 13

Banking sector
Property lending
2.12

The committee sought commentary from APRA regarding the banking
sector’s ability to continue to support accelerating credit growth at a time
when wages growth is historically low.

2.13

APRA agreed that the subdued income growth experienced recently
combined with increased house prices and household debt, historically
low interest rates, and strong competition were the key factors
contributing to the heightened risk in the property market.14

2.14

APRA explained that these factors were considered in APRA’s December
2014 decision to reinforce mortgage lending practices of ADIs and, in
particular, in determining a reasonable rate of growth for investor lending:
That is why, for example, when we are asked to reflect on why a
10 per cent growth in investor lending might be high or low or
something in the middle, we think about 10 per cent growth in
credit as being a reasonably healthy growth, given those other
factors. 15

2.15

APRA further explained its decision to set the benchmark of investor
lending growth at 10 per cent:
Even if investor lending is growing at 10 per cent, of the major
classes of credit in the banking system it is still the fastest growing
class of credit and will continue to be for the foreseeable future. It
is still growing significantly faster than incomes. It is still growing
at twice nominal GDP so it was not seen as a particularly tight
constraint. Nonetheless, it was useful in getting some moderation
where competition was hottest and where lending standards
seemed to be eroded the most. We thought that if we could
moderate everyone's aspirations some of those competitive

13
14
15

Mr Wayne Byres, Chairman of APRA, Transcript, 23 October 2015, p. 2.
Mr Wayne Byres, Chairman of APRA, Transcript, 23 October 2015, p. 8.
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pressures would be eased and some of that continual erosion of
credit standards would be stopped. 16

2.16

The Chairman noted that in addition to setting a benchmark for growth in
investor lending, APRA was also closely monitoring banks’ loan
serviceability assessments, given the very low interest rate environment,
commenting:
What we want banks to be doing is making sure they are assessing
a borrower's capacity to service a loan on the assumption that
interest rates were materially higher than they are today. 17

2.17

The committee asked APRA whether its measures of introducing a 10 per
cent benchmark to investor lending growth had contributed to a number
of banks’ recent decisions to increase interest rates. The Chairman
responded:
I think it has—not just that there is a chance. We have seen banks
increase the interest rates that they apply to investor loans. The
connection is perhaps a little bit indirect because what we were
saying was, 'We'd like you to say "yes" to a few less people. We
would like you to say "yes" a bit less frequently to new customers.'
We were focused on the volume of the new lending. 18

2.18

The Chairman further remarked that there have been a range of responses
from ADIs to APRA’s measures, adding that while it was difficult to
assess how directly APRA’s actions have impacted the decisions of
specific ADIs ‘these changes that have happened have been driven by the
sorts of outcomes we are aspiring to.’ 19

2.19

In relation to the supervision of property lending in the banking sector,
the committee notes the recent concerns of the Reserve Bank of Australia
(RBA) that data issues around banks’ owner-occupier and investor
housing loan have emerged following increased supervisory scrutiny. 20

2.20

The RBA announced on 5 November 2015 that over the past six months
there have been very large upward revisions to the value of investor loans
outstanding, resulting in the increase of this value by around $50 billion,
or 10 per cent. The RBA stated that ‘according to these new data, investor

16
17
18
19
20

Mr Wayne Byres, Chairman of APRA, Transcript, 23 October 2015, p. 18.
Mr Wayne Byres, Chairman of APRA, Transcript, 23 October 2015, p. 16.
Mr Wayne Byres, Chairman of APRA, Transcript, 23 October 2015, p. 18.
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loans now account for 40 per cent of total housing loans outstanding, not
the 35 per cent reported earlier in the year.’ 21

Risk-weights for IRB model-using banks
2.21

Earlier this year APRA announced it would increase the average IRB risk
weight for residential mortgage exposures, measured across all IRB
model-using banks, to at least 25 per cent, effective 1 July 2016. 22

2.22

At the public hearing, the committee asked APRA to briefly explain its
decision to increase capital adequacy requirements for residential
mortgage exposures under the internal ratings-based approach currently
approved for use by five lenders.

2.23

The Chairman identified three major factors that prompted the decision.
The first was the recommendation of the FSI to narrow the capital
adequacy requirements between banks using standardised models and
banks using IRB models. The Chairman stated ‘they felt that the difference
in risk rates was, in their view, creating some problems for competition.’ 23

2.24

Secondly, APRA felt the decision would ensure risk rates were
commensurate with the environment of heightened risk in the housing
market. The Chairman commented ‘generally, when you see heightened
risk, bank supervision will tend to say that we probably need some high
capital to match that.’ 24

2.25

Lastly, the Chairman stated that the decision aligns with the likely
direction of the international framework through the work of the Basel
Committee to limit or restrict the use of IRB models. This is mainly due to
concerns in the international community about the reliability of some of
the modelling practices and whether they were sufficiently conservative.25

2.26

The Chairman reiterated that the decision to increase capital adequacy
requirements using the IRB approach to calculate risk-weights only
affected five lenders, and will not directly impact ADIs using standardised
approaches:
It does not have a direct impact. Your institution, whatever it
might be, is competing in a marketplace. What the FSI was driving

21
22

23
24
25

Dr Philip Lowe, Deputy Governor of the RBA, Speech: Remarks at FINSIA Regulators Panel, see:
<http://www.rba.gov.au/speeches/2015/sp-dg-2015-11-05.html>.
Media Release: APRA increases capital adequacy requirements for residential mortgage exposures
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at was trying to make it easier for smaller institutions to compete
with the largest institutions. 26

2.27

The Chairman also confirmed that on average the amount of capital that
the five banks using IRB models are required to hold is still less than the
amount of capital that banks using standardised models are required to
hold. 27

2.28

The Chairman outlined the likely responses from ADIs using standardised
models following APRA’s decision:
They could do one of two things. They could leave their current
pricing unchanged, in which case you might expect there to be a
marginal increase in their market share because their relative
positioning has improved. At the other end of the spectrum they
could say, 'Well, we will just match what these big guys have
done. We'll maintain our relative price, in which case we improve
our profitability.' It is an opportunity to improve returns.
In likelihood, I suspect that you end up somewhere in the middle
across the industry. 28

Capital requirements
2.29

The committee expressed concern that the recent move by three of the four
major banks to increase variable interest rates following APRA’s decision
to increase capital requirements is more than what is actually needed for
those banks to meet the costs associated with the new capital
requirements.

2.30

The committee asked APRA to respond to concerns that the change will
simply boost the profits of some of the most profitable banks in the world
and consumers will have to carry the cost of this increase to capital
requirements instead of shareholders.

2.31

The Chairman commented that ‘when the FSI advocated strengthening
capital, it acknowledged that there is a cost that comes with this…that it
does change banks’ cost of funds.’ 29 He added that APRA expected that
the impact from the change in capital requirements would differ for
individual institutions:
The impact of the changes will be different on different banks and
even within the banks that are affected the impact will be different
because there are a range of factors that go into pricing—their cost

26
27
28
29

Mr Wayne Byres, Chairman of APRA, Transcript, 23 October 2015, p. 9.
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of debt, their cost of equity, their target capital ratio. All sorts of
things will produce different estimates of the cost… 30

2.32

In relation to banks increasing the costs to consumers beyond what is
required to meet new capital requirements, the Chairman further
remarked:
We do rely on the fact that there are 100 plus ADIs that do housing
lenders. There is a raft of unregulated non-bank housing lenders
out there as well. We do have to rely on the competitive forces in
the market to provide constraint on any excessive pass through of
those costs, but it is difficult. I think you asked: am I concerned
that it will all fall on one set of stakeholders? Ideally, you would
like to see the costs shared around in proportion to those that
benefit from it… 31

2.33

The committee noted another example where there was a significant lag
between the decision by the RBA to lower the cash rate and the drop in
interest rates for consumers that followed. Notwithstanding the evidence
provided at the hearing the committee remained concerned that ordinary
home owners and first home buyers were bearing costs that are in excess
of those resulting solely from higher capital requirements imposed on
banks.

2.34

The committee drew attention to discussions from previous hearings in
relation to the current home ownership inquiry and the use of capital
requirements as macroprudential tools to moderate and improve
residential mortgage lending practices, particularly in the investor space.

2.35

The committee asked APRA whether industry wide reforms to ADI
capital requirements of this nature would also result in homeowners and
borrowers bearing most of the associated costs.

2.36

APRA clarified that the costs of increasing capital requirements across the
industry, or for a very large part of the market as is the case for higher risk
rates for IRB model banks, could more easily be passed on to consumers
than the cost resulting from an increase in capital requirements for an
individual institution, 32 adding:
The previous discussion we had was about where we might have
concerns about the lending practices of individual institutions, and
we might respond to that with a higher capital requirement for an
individual institution. It becomes much harder for that institution
to pass that on if it is the only one because its competitors are all

30
31
32
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unaffected… As we said when we appeared before the
homeownership inquiry, what has happened in practice is that
lenders, faced with a choice between higher capital requirements
and strengthening their lending standards, have universally
chosen to strengthen their lending standards… 33

Superannuation
Governance
2.37

Earlier in the year APRA released a consultation package for APRAregulated super funds, proposing amendments to APRA’s governance
prudential framework.

2.38

This was in light of the Government’s proposed legislative amendments
outlined in the Superannuation Legislation Amendment (Trustee Governance)
Bill 2015 to require at least one third independent directors, including an
independent chair, on the boards of APRA-regulated super funds. 34

2.39

At the public hearing, the committee asked APRA to respond to criticism
from members of the superannuation industry for providing proposed
amendments to the current governance prudential framework while the
relevant legislation is currently before the parliament.

2.40

APRA Member, Mrs Helen Rowell commented:
There was some criticism about APRA releasing its prudential
standards at the same time as the government released the bill for
consultation. Given the structure of the superannuation legislative
framework, the legislation and APRA's prudential standards go
hand in hand. To understand how the policy will actually work in
practice you need to see all relevant parts of the regulatory
framework. So we felt it was important that our, if you like,
implementation by the prudential standards was out in public
domain for consultation at the same time as the legislation that
was being considered so that industry had the opportunity to
review and comment on the legislative package as a whole. 35

2.41

33
34
35

Mrs Rowell also noted that ‘the development process for any policy
position is that the government and Treasury will work with relevant

Mr Wayne Byres, Chairman of APRA, Transcript, 23 October 2015, p. 7.
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stakeholders and, in particular, the regulators, around implementation
issues associated with that policy position.’ 36
2.42

The committee sought APRA’s view on the government’s proposed
changes to the board composition requirements of APRA regulated super
funds. Mrs Rowell replied:
APRA's long-held position across all industries is that there is
value in having independent directors on boards. We have
mandated that in banking and insurance since 2006 and we see
benefits in it in the superannuation sector, given the size,
importance and role that it plays. 37

2.43

Additionally, Mrs Rowell noted that the rationale for having independent
directors on the boards of Registrable Superannuation Entity (RSE)
licensees was not about investment performance but rather to ensure that
the ‘governance, oversight and decision making is as robust as it should
be.’ 38

2.44

The committee asked APRA what evidence it had received that there have
been governance practices in the superannuation sector that have
delivered lower returns to members, that APRA has sought to address.

2.45

APRA noted that there were examples of funds where decisions about
investment strategies that did not have appropriate oversight had
delivered poor outcomes to members, adding:
I think our concerns are not just limited to investment
performance, and in fact good governance practice is much
broader than investment performance and needs to look at a range
of factors, including management of conflicts, related party
arrangements, general decision making and making sure that all
strategic and operational decisions look at the range of factors that
need to be looked at and take those into account without undue
conflicts. We have seen a number of examples where funds are not
operating at best practice across all of those spheres… How that
manifests varies from fund to fund, and we obviously cannot talk
about specific cases… but they do exist and we do seek to address
them where we can. There are limitations to how much we can do
under the current legislative framework. 39

2.46

36
37
38
39

The committee drew attention to APRA’s earlier comments noting that, in
banking and insurance, independent directors on boards has been
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mandated since 2006. The committee asked APRA how the presence of
those independent directors prevented the type of unscrupulous
behaviour observed in the wealth management space that triggered the
Future of Financial Advice reform.
2.47

The Chairman responded to the committee’s specific example of the
financial planning industry and noted that, while independent directors
on the boards of superannuation funds would reduce the probability of
poor governance and decision making occurring, it would not safeguard
the funds against all potential future problems:
I do not think we would pretend that independents on the board is
a panacea for every possible problem that could happen in future,
but we do think it is a strengthening of the framework and reduces
the probability of that happening. As to the specific cases you
talked about in financial planning, I think there was an issue that
within these corporate groups governance was perhaps unclear
and then when you went down to the boards of some of the
specific entities—financial planning entities, wealth management
entities—where the specific problems lay, in some cases they were
not APRA regulated entities so they were not subject to the
governance requirements and in many cases they were boards
where some or all were executives. In a number of instances the
boards that had the legal responsibility for overseeing these
activities did not have the degree of independence, did not have
the degree of non-executive oversight, that we would certainly
hope to see. 40

2.48

The committee drew attention to another example where the Australian
Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) conducted a review of the
performance of insurance industry advice and commented in a media
release following the review that ‘more than one third (37%) of the advice
consumers received failed to comply with the laws relating to appropriate
advice and prioritising the needs of the client.’ 41

2.49

The committee asked for APRA’s response, given that it advocated the
requirement of independent directors in the insurance sector suggesting
this would likely lead to better outcomes, yet evidence from the
previously mentioned cases in the banking and insurance sectors appear
contrary to this view.

40
41
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2.50

The Chairman remarked that increases in the number of independent
directors has generally led to an improvement in governance, oversight
and decision making across the sector, regardless of the problems that
have been identified in various individual institutions. 42 He added that in
relation to poorly performing institutions: ‘none of us know what would
have happened had those governance arrangements, in any institution,
been different.’ 43

2.51

Mrs Rowell also added that ASIC’s review of advice in the life insurance
industry would have captured a substantial number of non-APRAregulated advising of businesses. 44

2.52

The committee was interested in APRA’s expectations of how funds
would respond to and implement the changes proposed to the current
legislation, if they were to be adopted. Mrs Rowell responded:
… if there is a requirement to go through a process of saying what
the board composition is and why you might not have a majority
of directors or why you do, we would expect that to be done
rigorously and well… as proposed currently, the bill says
minimum one-third, disclose on an if not why not basis whether
you should have a majority, and if that is implemented then I
think APRA or ASIC, depending on who has oversight of that,
would expect that process to be undertaken in a rigorous way. 45

Reporting requirements
2.53

APRA updated the committee on the reporting obligations of all APRAregulated superannuation funds, and in particular the type of data that
was routinely provided to APRA by these funds. Mrs Rowell advised that
APRA received information beyond what was published in funds’ annual
general reports:
We have a quite extensive data collection, which requires all
superannuation funds to submit a range of data on many aspects
of their operations. In part, that captures financial statement
information—balance sheet and profit-and-loss type statements—
but it also goes beyond that to get into information on asset
allocation, investment performance, membership breakdown and
various other attributes across the board. We publish some of the
information, both at an aggregate level and at an individual fund

42
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level, and other information is kept confidential. Beyond that
regular data collection, we also get a lot of ad hoc information
from entities as part of our normal supervision activities. That
varies from fund to fund to a degree but, again, covers a wide
range of information. 46

2.54

The committee was interested in following up on APRA’s comments
during the last public hearing in March 2015 where APRA reported that
there had been changes to the reporting and disclosure requirements of
funds that will require the publication of more granular information about
expenses, and that this transition was still in progress.

2.55

At the October 2015 public hearing APRA updated the committee on the
progress of the transition to publish more detailed information at the
individual fund level:
We have to go through a process of getting the industry to agree to
publication of data that might otherwise be viewed as confidential.
We have been through that process with industry. It is
substantially complete and we have reached agreement on the
information that will be made publicly available. I think it is
probably fair to say that it does not go as far as some segments of
the industry would like, but there was a range of views about how
much information should be in the public domain—how much
should be made nonconfidential. So APRA tried to seek a balance
in getting suitably granular information but also took into
consideration the concerns that some segments of industry raised
about confidentiality. 47

Performance reporting
2.56

The committee also sought information about APRA’s actions to monitor
the performance reporting of APRA-regulated funds. In particular, the
committee asked whether APRA monitored the valuation methodologies
of different funds irrespective of their structure in order to substantiate the
veracity of their claims of returns and fees.

2.57

Mrs Rowell noted that, broadly, APRA had an understanding of the
different approaches adopted across the industry to conduct valuations
and unit pricing, and the methods funds use to measure performance. 48
She added:

46
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I would observe that there is a range of practices across the
industry and across all segments of the industry as to how that is
done… The vast majority of funds use market basis valuations and
performance measurement with daily unit pricing, or close
thereto, but there are some in the industry that do not. But that is
across all segments of the industry, not in any one particular
segment of the industry. 49

2.58

APRA advised the committee that it would generally have a private
conversation with funds it identified were using valuation methods that in
APRA’s view risked overvaluation and overstatement of return. 50

2.59

APRA noted its collaboration with ASIC some years ago to produce a
good practice guide on unit pricing in order to build a more robust
valuation methodology for different types of investment vehicles,
particularly in relation to infrastructure type investments. 51

2.60

Additionally, APRA commented that it also monitors funds’ liquidity
management to ensure super funds are able to meet their financial
obligations to pay members’ benefits when required. 52

2.61

APRA remarked that across the industry a number of different
methodologies are used to match liquidity with investment nature and
pricing, and APRA engages in discussions with individual funds where it
has specific concerns about liquidity management. 53

2.62

Executive General Manager, Specialised Institutions Division, Mr Keith
Chapman commented on APRA’s actions to identify investments of
particular concern in individual institutions, stating ‘like most things we
do, we look at all regulated institutions at a particular depth and then
when there are issues we will delve deeper for particular institutions.’ 54

Conflict management
2.63

At the public hearing, the committee was interested in APRA’s role in
monitoring conflicts of interest in the superannuation industry, and the
prudential standards targeting the management of conflicts of interest.

2.64

The committee sought APRA’s view on whether as a regulator it received
sufficient information from funds, beyond what was publicly available, to
identify conflicts.

49
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Mrs Rowell advised the committee of various methods APRA could adopt
to obtain information from individual funds in relation to potential
conflicts:
In terms of the information that we have available then, obviously,
we can look at the public information. And we do get specific
information from funds. We have the power, really, to request
whatever information we would like to get in relation to any
aspect of the operations of the fund, and from time to time we do
make specific data requests to get more information on actual or
potential conflicts—how those are being managed, identified and
mitigated. So in that sense we certainly feel that we have the
ability to get the information that we need. 55

2.66

APRA reported that the prudential standard around conflict management
requires funds or trustees to have in place conflicts registers which must
be made publicly available. These are typically accessible on the given
fund’s website. 56

2.67

She added that APRA would go beyond the routine investigation of a
fund to request more detailed information where it had concerns that a
fund had not disclosed all relevant conflicts on the public register. 57 In
these circumstances APRA would seek more information from the fund
before encouraging them to make their registers more complete. 58

2.68

Mrs Rowell informed the committee of the type of information that would
generally be publicly disclosed on a conflicts register, stating ‘we would
expect to be able to find information about who was on the board and
what their other related party arrangements and connections might be.’ 59

2.69

Furthermore, in response to whether particular cash payments would be
disclosed, Mrs Rowell explained that the legislative requirements in
relation to conflicts disclosure go to the nature of the relationship rather
than the specifics of the amounts involved:
The disclosure requirements are limited to the nature of the
relationship and the fact that it exists and some general
information around how conflicts and related party arrangements
are managed. In terms of the specific information that we might be
interested in, it would go beyond that and we would be interested
in understanding the extent and nature of the relationships and
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how they were being managed and mitigated, although we would
not necessarily do that on a routine basis. We would only do that if
we had some specific concerns about the particular arrangements
or felt that they were not being adequately managed. 60

2.70

Mrs Rowell noted that APRA was able to obtain additional information on
related party arrangements, if necessary, including details of specific cash
payments made to different organisations. However, details of cash
payments were not disclosed to APRA on a routine basis. 61 She added:
The key point from our perspective is the prudential management
of the operations of the fund and understanding what is going on
there. From that point of view, it is clearly very important that we
understand all the material operations, relationships and activities.
The issue of what information should be in the public domain is
more a public disclosure ASIC issue than an APRA issue. 62

2.71

The committee asked APRA to respond to concerns that there has been
significant focus on the independent component of governance, and
insufficient action in managing related party transactions in the
superannuation industry where potential conflicts may lead to suboptimal
outcomes for members.

2.72

APRA disagreed with this view, stating that part of its role is to supervise
the management of conflicts in related-party arrangements across the
sector and that this ‘certainly would not be at the expense of focusing
unduly on governance.’ 63 Mrs Rowell added however that improving
governance practices will generally have positive flow-on effects to reduce
related-party arrangements that lead to poor outcomes:
To a degree they go hand in hand. If you have the right people
with the right skills sitting around the board table asking the right
questions then that helps. Given our resourcing, we cannot be
looking at every fund all of the time, so we need to rely on trustees
and the boards as a whole making the right decisions and making
sure that the control frameworks are in place and operating
effectively. So, to a degree, having the right governance, the right
skill set and the right level of challenge at the board should also be
helping to tackle those related-party arrangements and conflicts
when we are not there challenging. 64
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Venture capital
2.73

The committee asked APRA to respond to claims that superannuation
funds’ focus on fees combined with the expensive asset class of venture
capital is preventing funds from directing more support to venture capital
and therefore the early-stage innovation space.

2.74

The Chairman replied that APRA recently had discussions with venture
capital groups and has always advocated that ‘it is not low cost that is
important; it is outcomes for members.’ 65

2.75

Mrs Rowell commented that APRA’s focus was on whether investment
decisions are made by funds in an appropriate way with due
consideration given to risk return and outcome costs, however the
investment strategy was ultimately up to the trustee to determine:
From our perspective, there is absolutely nothing in the prudential
framework that precludes super funds investing in venture capital
and having that as part of their investment strategy, as long as
they have been through the process of identifying the risks that are
involved and the likely return outcomes. I have also been on the
public record as saying that focusing too much on fees is
inappropriate and, as Wayne said, it is very much the net outcome,
after taking into account all costs, that is important. 66

Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing
Act 2006
2.76

The committee was interested in whether APRA had given any
consideration to the compliance costs and commercial risk banks were
faced with as a result of the provisions in the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act), and the risk
management approaches adopted by banks in response to this.

2.77

In particular, the committee asked whether Australian banks were
exposed to commercial risk due to the significant fines they would be
subject to if found in breach of the legislation, and, if so, would this
commercial risk be taken into consideration by APRA.

2.78

APRA noted it was not the primary regulator of AML/CTF Act matters,
and these issues fall within the remit of the Australian Transaction Reports
and Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC), adding:
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We might see AML issues as a by-product of looking at the things
we are doing. If so, we communicate with AUSTRAC and, if they
have a significant issue with one of the institutions, they would let
us know about that so that we are aware that something is going
on. 67

2.79

In relation to whether APRA considered the commercial risks to banks of
being found in breach of this legislation Mr Chapman responded ‘no
because the extent to which banks might do things which crystallise that
risk would be an AUSTRAC test.’ 68 Further to this, he added:
Based on experience to date, and I accept the fact that particularly
in the UK and the US there have been fines of such a ilk that it
actually could have prudential implications, but in Australia we
have not seen that size of potential fines that would cause us to
think that there is a prudential risk to the operations of the bank. 69

2.80

Mrs Rowell stated ‘we would expect banks, as part of their risk
framework, to be considering that risk, the potential for it and factoring
that into consideration of their financial resources and the like.’ 70

2.81

APRA commented that it would likely be made aware, either by
AUSTRAC or an equivalent foreign regulator, of the risk to an individual
institution of being exposed to some sort of sanction due to inadequate
control frameworks. 71

2.82

The Chairman added that there is nothing to directly suggest that
Australian banks are exposed to large commercial risks in the current
circumstances as a result of the AML/CTF Act, adding:
… but partly that is because they are scaling back activities and
doing things to constrain the risks. So the assurance I give you is
partly because of the constraints that the banks are imposing to
reduce that commercial risk. 72

2.83

The committee asked APRA why the banks were not passing the
additional costs of complying with the legislation on to the remittance
industry instead of closing down their accounts and ‘de-banking’ the
remittance industry.

2.84

The Chairman responded it was difficult for banks to quantify the costs of
compliance, and make commercial decisions about whether customers
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will bear these costs, due to the nature and size of the fines imposed to
date. 73 Additionally, he commented that banks faced further uncertainty
due to their exposure to foreign regulatory systems as a result of the
international environment payments are generally made in. 74
2.85

The committee asked APRA whether the substantial de-banking of the
remittance industry posed a risk to Australia’s financial system more
broadly by encouraging businesses to use unregulated practices.

2.86

Mr Chapman responded that all remitters, and not just banks, are subject
to reporting requirements through AUSTRAC. 75 So while the compliance
issue remitters are faced with may have left the banking system and the
APRA regulated space as a result of ‘de-banking’, that does not necessarily
mean that it is outside the government controlled space. 76

2.87

In relation to whether an increase in remittance activity outside the
banking sector would pose a higher risk to the financial stability of the
economy more broadly, the Chairman further added:
That risk exists. It could occur through the banking system or it
could occur through other means. The banks have put in place
what they think, based on their commercial pros and cons, are a
set of constraints that protect the banking system—protect them
and therefore the banking system. That does not mean the risk has
gone away, which is your point, but it is somewhere else, not in
the banking system. 77

Technology and Financial Services
2.88

The committee was interested in APRA’s response to rapid innovations in
technology in the financial services sector, and asked whether APRA was
adapting its regulatory approach to deal with technological disruptions
that have occurred within this sector.

2.89

The Chairman commented that APRA was generally aware of
technological disruptions and security issues that are emerging in this
sector. 78 He added that APRA continues to monitor these developments
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closely, but that regulatory intervention by APRA in the current
circumstances would not be appropriate:
We are observing those things, but it is difficult for us—and I think
wrong for us—to try and get ahead of the game and anticipate too
much about how this might play out. Those players who have
come into the space and are now doing some kind of financial
intermediation activity have been careful to construct themselves
in a way that they do not fall under the Banking Act. It is perfectly
legitimate for them to do that as long as they adhere to the laws
and do not pretend they are taking deposits from the public and, if
people are clear about what they are investing in, that is all part of
the financial system we are meant to have.
We have to be a bit wary of jumping to try and capture those
things and sweep them into the regulatory net too quickly. In the
grand scheme of things they are still very small and, to the extent
that they keep the existing financial players on their toes, then that
is in everyone's interest. So that is not a particular concern for us. 79

2.90

The Chairman remarked that the FSI response noted payments and
purchase-payment facilities as an area of increasing technological
innovation requiring a more graduated regulatory regime that allowed
new ideas and technologies to progress before capturing them under the
regulatory framework to any great extent.80 He added that APRA ‘will
have to work with the other agencies that are interested in that space on
the development of that kind of framework.’ 81

Conclusion
2.91

79
80
81
82

The committee acknowledges APRA’s actions to reinforce sound
residential mortgage lending practices for ADIs over the past 12 months.
However, the committee notes reports by the RBA that data problems
regarding lenders’ housing loans have emerged following increased
supervisory scrutiny, 82 and considers this a serious concern. The
committee intends to investigate the matter further with APRA at the next
public hearing.
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2.92

In addition, the committee will continue to monitor developments
regarding increases in capital adequacy requirements for residential
mortgage exposures under the IRB approach, and the banking sector’s
response to this. Of particular interest to the committee are the
international developments that are anticipated in this area, as well as
APRA’s continued consideration of the recommendations of the FSI
report.

2.93

The committee will continue to scrutinise APRA on its oversight of the
superannuation sector in relation to the Stronger Super reforms and the
industry’s implementation of APRA’s prudential standards.

Craig Laundy MP
Chair
11 December 2015
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